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March 21, 2022, Megyn Kelly of “The Megyn Kelly Show” interviewed Robert F. Kennedy Jr. about

his position on vaccines, censorship, the claims made in his best-selling book, “The Real Anthony

Fauci,” the power of Bill Gates and Big Pharma, and the global war on democracy and public

health.

Megyn is quite the interviewer and I have never seen anyone push back so hard against Bobby

during an interview. She has incredible self-conMdence to frequently push back so hard against

one of the leading intellects in understanding the sordid truth about what has happened in the

global cabal’s intrusion into health care.

The problem is that it is beyond clear that she has largely swallowed the blue pill propaganda of

mainstream media, and although she agrees with Bobby on a few points she refutes his well-

researched facts with far less credible sources, using editorial insertions that Bobby does not

have a chance to respond to.

The full interview was so long — four hours — that they divided it into two parts. Below, I’ll review

some select highlights. For more, I urge you to listen to it when time allows.

RFK on the Vaccine Regime

While many are quick to dismiss Kennedy as an “anti-vaxxer,” he’s adamant that he’s never

actually been against vaccines per se. “That is a pejorative that's applied to me in order to

marginalize me and silence me,” he says, adding:

“What I've said is we should have safe vaccines. We should have good, robust science.

We should have regulators that are independent of the pharmaceutical industry that is

pro=ting [from] the vaccines.”

Kennedy’s initial foray into vaccines, which began 17 years ago, was to get mercury out of

childhood vaccines, as mercury is a neurotoxin. Before that, he spent 35 years trying to get

mercury out of Msh, “and nobody called me anti-Msh,” he says.

There are hundreds of studies that show mercury destroys health and causes dramatic

reductions in IQ. He cites research done showing that ethyl-mercury from vaccines accumulate in

the brain to a far greater degree than the methyl-mercury you get from Msh.

In fact, monkeys exposed to mercury-containing vaccines had twice the amount of mercury in

their brains as those exposed to dietary mercury. The mercury in vaccines also metabolizes into

organic mercury, which is the most toxic kind.

“Mercury is cumulative and ... kids have many exposure to mercury. Vaccines are much

worse [than dietary mercury], and we know this because of the FDA's own studies. Their

internal studies show that kids ... are receiving huge amounts of mercury — hundreds of

times the EPA max safe exposures — from these vaccines,” Kennedy says.

The Rise in Autism Is a Real Phenomenon

In 1997, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration started removing mercury preservatives from

childhood vaccines, but mercury-containing vaccines are still given to children in Africa. The ^u

vaccine also contains mercury and is given to pregnant women.

This, Kennedy believes, may be one of the reasons why autism rates did not decline after

ethylmercury was taken out of most childhood vaccines, because around the same time,

pregnant women and babies 6 months and older were suddenly told to get an annual ^u shot, and

it provides a “huge bolus, 25 micrograms” of mercury.

While Kelly suggests autism rates kept rising simply because we got better at diagnosing it — a

common industry talking point — Kennedy disagrees, saying:

“Here’s the thing, Megan ... It's simply not true that we're just noticing it more. You mean

we missed it before? ... Missing autism is like missing a train wreck. You can't do it ...

My aunt, Eunice, who was my godmother, started Special Olympics, 10 miles from my

home. I worked there every weekend, when I was a kid, from when I was 8 years old ... I

[also] spent 200 hours during my high school years at Wassaic home for the retarded in

upstate New York, as a helper, and I never saw a case of full-blown autism ...

Kids today with autism who are nonverbal, non-toilet trained, screaming, biting, head

banging, violent, toe walking — we never saw kids like that in the ‘60s and ‘70s. To this

day, I have never seen somebody my age, 68 years old, who has full-blown autism. Where

are they?”

When Mercury Was Taken Out, Aluminum Was Put In

What’s more, ethylmercury was replaced with aluminum preservative, and aluminum is also a

potent neurotoxin. So, they simply replaced one brain-harming substance with another. “So, now

we're giving kids aluminum vaccines and in the same wellness visit, we're giving them a mercury

^u shot,” he says, adding:

“Anybody who who's looked at the CDC’s, NIH’s and FDA's behavior during COVID

pandemic understands that these are industries that are not doing public health. They're

doing pharmaceutical pro=t promotion ...

These are [drug] companies that have ... paid the highest criminal penalties of any

corporation in history. These are serial felons and they have captured the agency that's

supposed to be protecting us from their behavior.”

Kennedy goes on to explain that, of the regulatory agencies in the U.S., the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) is the only one that isn’t beholden to Big Pharma. They’re in the pocket

of the oil industry, “but they don’t care about Pharma,” he says. When Congress asked the EPA to

determine when the autism epidemic began, they came back with a very conclusive answer:

1989.

“What happened in 1989? We passed the National Vaccine Injury Act in 1986. We gave

immunity from liability to all the [vaccine] companies. There was a gold rush, because

suddenly the biggest cost of producing pharmaceuticals and marketing pharmaceuticals,

which is downstream liability, had been eliminated.

They also didn't have to do upstream testing. So, two of the biggest costs were gone.

Plus, they don't have to do advertising and marketing because the product is mandated to

76 million American children. So, it is a dream product for them and they can charge

basically anything they want. It was a gold rush. They added all these new vaccines [to

the childhood vaccine] schedule.

People, when they think of vaccines, think of polio and smallpox and the miracles of

eliminating those [diseases]. But [it’s] completely unnecessary to vaccinate against

things like hepatitis B, that are not even casually contagious ...”

What About the Measles Vaccine?

As for the measles vaccine, measles was indeed a lethal disease at the beginning of the century,

but in 1963, it was killing only 400 children a year, mainly those who had malnutrition or some

other devastating comorbidity. “A lot of them were Black children in the Mississippi Delta,”

Kennedy says. “[There], the death rate was 1 in 500,000.”

“ When Tony Fauci came into office, 6% of
American children had chronic disease. By 2006,
it was 54%. ~ Robert F. Kennedy Jr.”

The measles vaccine came out in 1963, and never contained thimerosal (mercury preservative)

because it is a live virus vaccine. It wasn’t until the ‘90s that we started seeing an explosion in

neurological disorders. Autism skyrocketed from 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 44 today, but other

neurodevelopmental disorders, such as ADHD, speech delays and ticks have also skyrocketed.

We’ve also seen a rapid rise in food allergies.

“When Tony Fauci came into o`ce, 6% of American children had chronic disease,”

Kennedy says. “By 2006, it was 54%. Our kids today are swimming around in a toxic zoo.

And I don't just work on vaccines. I was part of the trial team [against] Monsanto. I work

on PBDEs, neonicotinoids, PFOS, PFAS ... EMFs — all of these different exposures that

began on the same timeline.

Phil Landrigan, the most famous toxicologist in this country, [at] Mount Sinai in New York,

made a list of 11 potential culprits of toxics that became ubiquitous in 1989. You have to

=nd something that impacted every demographic in this country, the same year ... there's

only a small number ... and one of them is vaccines.

I think it’s all of [these exposures]. Science shows all these impacts are cumulative. Our

kids today are sick because we are bombarding their immune systems with these toxics

that they simply cannot handle. Vaccines are part of that story. And it's probably, in my

view, the largest single cause, although all of them are very big.”

Intentional Suppression of the Autism Signal

Kennedy goes on to tell the story of a secret meeting organized by the CDC in 1999 after they

conducted an internal study of their database, which contains the medical records, including the

vaccination records, of 10 million children from the 10 biggest HMOs. SpeciMcally, they wanted to

know whether mercury vaccines might be causing autism. Kennedy says:

“They can look at every vaccine record and they can look at your medical claims to see if

you've had a seizure disorder or allergies, or if you have an autism diagnosis. They can do

a cluster analysis and look for associations. They looked at the hepatitis B vaccine, which

is loaded with mercury, [given] during the =rst 30 days of birth.

They compared them to kids who did not get it during the =rst 30 days, who got it later or

didn't get it at all. And here's what they found. The relative risk [from smoking] a pack of

cigarettes a day for 20 years and lung cancer is 10. This was 11.35. They knew

thimerosal caused it.

This is the story that got me involved because they pushed the panic button and they had

a secret meeting.  They didn't want to do it on the CDC campus because they thought it

would be susceptible to a freedom of information request. So, they did it in a remote

Methodist retreat center on the banks of the Chattahoochee River in Norcross, Georgia.

They had a two-day meeting with 52 individuals, including all the major vaccine

companies, regulatory agencies that administer vaccines, the FDA, the NIH, the HHS and

the leaders of the leading academic vaccinators — the people who conduct clinical trials

and make hundreds of millions of dollars from medical schools around this country.

Somebody recorded that meeting. We don't know why. We don't know if they knew they

were being recorded, but I got a hold of the transcripts in 2005 and it is horri=c. It's a

nightmare. Any of your listeners can go to our website, see the Simpsonwood

Documents, and read those transcripts and make up your own mind about what

happened.”

Early on in that 286-page transcript, we Mnd the following admission by Walter Orenstein, then-

director of the National Immunization Program at the CDC:

“Initial concerns were raised last summer that mercury, as methylmercury in vaccines,

might exceed safe levels ... Analysis to date raise some concerns of a possible dose-

response effect of increasing levels of methylmercury in vaccines and certain neurologic

diagnoses.”

The remainder of the story was detailed in in a 2015 interview  with Children’s Health Defense

director of advocacy, Rita Shreker. In that interview, Kennedy explained how the troublesome

signal found in this database analysis was intentionally “vanished” by reworking the study no less

than four times, “using dodgy statistical devices to make the autism signal disappear.”

After the fourth iteration, the signal linking thimerosal with autism and a half dozen other

neurodevelopmental disorders was no longer detectable. The CDC published that version and

announced thimerosal had been investigated and found to be safe. Alas, when people asked to

see the raw data, the CDC claimed the data had been “lost,” so no one was ever able to verify the

results. The fabrication stuck and has been peddled ever since.

When Kelly insists that there are many other studies from around the world that have also

exonerated thimerosal, Kennedy reminds her to look at who funded them. Most were funded by

the Wellcome Trust, the drug industry and the NIH.

“They are being funded by people who are funding them in order to cover up the

association,” he says, “and you can easily design studies, particularly epidemiological

studies, to conceal the impact to small subgroups of vulnerable populations. That is

Epidemiology 101. Everybody knows that. And that's why they do those studies.”

The Real Anthony Fauci

Kelly’s and Kennedy’s conversation then moves on to “The Real Anthony Fauci,” which became a

best seller and sold out 12 times despite the total media blackout. When asked what Kennedy

believes motivates Fauci to do what he does, he replies:

“I would characterize Anthony Fauci as kind of the preeminent architect of the transfer of

NIAID and its parent agency NIH from a public health agency to an agency that is

primarily concerned with drug development, drug promotion and partnering with the

pharmaceutical industry on pro=t-making enterprises.

Legally, he can make money [on this] and he does. We know of at least one patent he has.

Any product that is developed by the NIAID, anybody who works on that product ... can

get patent margin rights on that product that entitles them under the federal rules to

collect $150,000 a year in royalty for life.

He has four of his top employees who each have margin rights, patent rights, royalty

rights for the Moderna [COVID] vaccine ... so it stands to make billions of dollars for the

agency, but also high level individuals in the agency.

People who are very loyal to Tony Fauci can get awarded, through Fauci, the rights to

collect lifetime royalties on those products, and they make hundreds of products. They

develop hundreds and hundreds of products and all of those are potential pro=t-making

enterprises for high level people within the NIH.

I think [Fauci’s motivation] is power, [but] I don't know what motivates him. My job is to

document their conduct. And if you look at his conduct, time after time after time, he

does things that are consistent with making pro=ts for his partners, which are these

pharmaceutical companies, even at the direct and clear expense of public health.”

On Bill Gates

When asked about Bill Gates and his in^uence on public health, especially in developing

countries, Kennedy tells the following story, which is detailed in his book:

“The World Health Organization, with Gates' inkuence, support and participation,

administered 1 million vaccines to Kenyan women designed to sterilize them without

their knowledge. It was a tetanus program that included, in the tetanus vaccine — without

anybody knowing — human gonadotrophic hormones (HCG), which interact with tetanus

toxoids [to act] as a chemical castration drug for women.

They had similar programs in Nicaragua, Mexico and the Philippines. Clearly, they were

doing that. We got the vials from Kenya, so we know what they were doing, and they've

admitted ... If you read my book, you'll [learn] that for 20 years, WHO has been spending

tens of millions of dollars developing these sterilization drugs ... It has paid researchers

to =nd ways to castrate women.”

Kelly pushes back, saying “we’re on a thin thread, talking about the intentional sterilization of

women in Africa without their consent or knowledge,” but Kennedy replies that the evidence for

that “is very well documented.”

“They spent 20 years studying the inclusion of HCG in tetanus vaccines — as a way to

sterilize women. Then they included HCG in a tetanus vaccine program that they gave to

a million women without telling them. You can connect whatever dots you need to — or

not.”

Similarities Between the AIDS Epidemic and COVID

Kennedy also addresses Kelly’s question about the similarities between Fauci’s handling of the

AIDS epidemic and COVID. In the 1980s, Fauci pushed for the use of AZT — an extremely toxic

drug — as a primary treatment for AIDS, while suppressing safer and less expensive treatments.

He’s followed the same modus operandi during the COVID pandemic, where he demonized

inexpensive repurposed drugs such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine, saying they don’t

work, while pushing for remdesivir, an ineffective, exorbitantly expensive antiviral Ebola drug.

“It speaks for itself,” Kennedy says. “AZT was horrendously toxic. It was developed

originally by the National Cancer Institute as a chemotherapy drug. It killed all the rats

when they gave it to them ... They're designed to kill human cellular tissue.

The hope is it will kill the tumors before they kill the rest of you. And so, when you give

somebody a chemotherapy drug, it's only given for a couple of weeks. But this drug was

regarded as so horrendously toxic that they threw it on the junk pile and didn't even

patent it.”

According to Kennedy, the AIDS epidemic was when Fauci transitioned the NIAID from a public

health agency into a drug industry partner. Fauci partnered with GlaxoSmithKline to develop an

AIDS drug, and installed loyalists on committees that approved new or experimental drugs. They

then kept competition at bay while rushing Fauci’s drug of choice through.

When AZT started killing everyone in the treatment group, Fauci kept the study going by giving

the participants blood transfusions to keep them alive longer. “The only reason those people

survived a six-week drug trial was because they were getting these transfusions,” Kennedy says.

Once the study was completed, AZT was approved, despite clear safety signals. AZT went on to

kill some 330,000 AIDS patients over the next decade.

Reinventing Public Health

In his book, Kennedy discusses how, by the middle of the 20th century, most epidemic and

infectious diseases had been more or less wiped out, thanks to improvements in nutrition,

sanitation, clean water, refrigeration, road systems and less overcrowding.

In 2000, the CDC looked at this together with Johns Hopkins, and they concluded that this 80%

reduction in mortality from infectious disease was not due to vaccines, but these other societal

improvements. In fact, vaccines had played virtually no role. People were still getting sick, but

they were no longer dying from diseases such as measles.

As a result, the CDC and NIAID were losing relevance. The budget director for the Reagan

administration, David Stockman, in 1982 suggested we should abolish the CDC. In his book,

Kennedy shares agency memos discussing how to bring attention back to infectious diseases to

make themselves relevant again.

“What I show is that there's a series of fake pandemics that were done in 1976, right after

Tony came to the NIAID. There was a bird ku epidemic that was fake in 2005 ... and there

was a fake swine ku epidemic in 2009. Each time they gave the vaccine companies

immunity from liability, and they sold tens of millions of dollars worth of unnecessary

vaccines.

Many of them caused profound impacts. The Zika pandemic was a fake pandemic. There

was Tony Fauci claiming that Zika might cause microcephaly, a smaller head. He caused

panic around the country. People were terri=ed. They were advising women not to get

pregnant.

Somebody from his agency actually made a March madness chart of all the phony

pandemics he's been drumming up over the years, and the triumph is COVID on that

[chart]. I reprinted that in my book and his [Fauci’s] signature is at the bottom of the page.

So, you know, it’s something that they've done again and again and again.”

For clarity, Kennedy is not claiming that COVID-19 was a fake pandemic. “There were people

dying of COVID 19 all over the world. It was a genuine pandemic,” he says. His point is that it

served the same purpose as faked pandemics that posed no real threat to public health.

I would add that the COVID pandemic was extremely exaggerated, so while “real” in terms of

there being outbreaks of infection, the panic surrounding it was intentionally manufactured. And

why?

According to Kennedy, the reason for manufacturing fear about infectious disease is to allow the

CDC and NIAID to stay relevant and keep pharmaceutical proMt centers going, even though

mortality from infectious diseases has dropped off the map.

Fauci’s ‘Biodefense’ Work

Kelly and Kennedy also discuss how Fauci and other public health leaders have misled the public

about the origins of the COVID pandemic. Kennedy reviews how Dr. Ralph Baric had problems

with pathogens escaping from his lab at UNC Chapel Hill, how the U.S. Agency for International
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Development (USAID) is actually a front for the CIA, and how Fauci managed to secure a 68% pay

raise by adding “biodefense” to his workload.

“I have another book about to come out called ‘Wuhan Cover-Up,’ and it shows, that Dr.

Fauci, along with other people with DTRA, a defense threat reduction agency, with the CIA

... was pumping hundreds of millions of dollars into the enterprise to develop pandemic

superbugs that could cause pandemics.

And they were keeping them in areas that they all knew they were certain to escape ... His

biggest fundee, Ralph Baric, had eight or 10 escapes and Fauci gave him 147 separate

grants of tens of millions, hundreds of millions of dollars ...

Nixon had signed the biological weapons convention in ‘72 that made it illegal to handle,

store or develop any kind of biological weapons, but there was a loophole in it. And the

loophole said, if it's a dual use research, you can do that. A lot of the research that you

use to develop bioweapons is identical to the research you use to develop a vaccine, or it

can be.

And so, the Pentagon wanted to start doing this kind of research, but it was worried that

the public would not believe that the Pentagon was doing all of this bioweapons research

in order to develop vaccines. It just didn't seem plausible.

So, they outsourced it to Tony Fauci and they gave him a 68% raise, which is one of the

reasons why, today, he is the highest paid person in the history of the federal government.

He makes $430,400 a year and the president only makes $400,000. And a lot of that is

money that's coming from his military weapons function ...

They gave him $1.7 billion to begin developing bioweapons that is now at $2.2 billion a

year. He then distributes that to different labs around the country. In 2014, three bugs

from U.S. labs escaped ... including smallpox, and 300 leading bioweapons experts ...

signed a petition asking Obama to shut down Tony Fauci’s experiments because they

feared that he would release a pandemic.

The Obama administration issued the cease and desist order to Tony Fauci. He de=ed the

order and continued doing the experiments at Ralph Baric’s labs, which were the worst

experiments because he was engineering these gain-of-function bugs and ways that

nobody had ever devised before.

But he moved a lot of his operations to Wuhan where they would be out of sight of the

White House, and he laundered the money through this zoologist named Peter Daszak,

the EcoHealth Alliance.”

According to Kennedy, Fauci also funded Baric to develop a technique that allows you to hide the

genetic engineering you’ve done. Normally, there are telltale signs that a pathogen was created in

a lab. Baric developed a way to hide those traces of engineering. This, supposedly, will all be

explained in Kennedy’s next book.

As noted by Kennedy, this is the precise opposite of what you would do if you were doing

research for public health. There’s only one purpose for such a technique, and it’s a nefarious

one.

How Do We Fix It?

The obvious question is, how do we Mx this mess? As noted by Kennedy, we really need

independent regulators, and that may require restructuring and legislative efforts. “We need

regulators that are not getting money from pharma,” Kennedy says, “[regulators] that are not

doing pharma’s bidding but are really working for public health ... using real science.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,916 ratings

ORDER NOW
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My admiration for Kenned, J.r, for his extensive dedication to defending the truth of the deep state associated with vaccines. Bill Gates

works and socializes a lot with Dr. Fauci, who has his own terrifying history of vaccine experimentation. Stephen Mosher published a

revealing article on LifeSite titled "How Dr. Fauci's Fraudulent Pandemic Advice Put Millions of Americans Through Hell." They and all

the major globalists and their friends in the medical establishments to suppress very cheap and incredibly effective medical protocols

available long ago for COVID. -19 infection that would essentially make mandatory masking and a mandatory vaccine unnecessary.
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mass death on the world. Rep. Louie Gohmert (R-Tex.) said that Fauci must Mnally be held accountable for committing crimes against

humanity. Gohmert went on to explain that the most recent data from the UK shows that, in the last three months, a whopping 81 per

cent of all covid-related deaths occurred in fully vaccinated people.

newstarget.com/2021-12-27-gohmert-fauci-held-responsible-unleashing-ma..  Fauci has undermined public trust by misleading the

nation.

He has manipulated public opinion and the claim that he represents science and his admitted deceptions are incompatible and

intolerable for the suffering and deaths caused to humanity. Senator Rand Paul blamed Fauci for thousands of COVID deaths on his

push for vaccines while he ignores proven therapies. Paul also claimed that thousands died because Fauci refused to consider the

importance of natural immunity and instead prioritized vaccines..
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Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s July 21, 2020 article is titled "Gates Drives Experimental Technology in Seven Billion Humans." He atrms:

Pharma has over 170 COVID vaccines in development, but Gates and Fauci brought Moderna's "Frankenstein coup" to the front of

the queue... Scientists and ethicists are sounding the alarm… It is possible that Moderna's genetic alterations will be passed on

to future generations. In January, the Geneva Declaration, by the world's leading ethicists and scientists, called for an end to this

type of experimentation. It is very interesting to read the whole statement.
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Gui, I have nothing but the greatest respect for RFK, Jr., so keeping in mind with all the censorship going on, the walking on

eggshells to avoid programs being deplatformed, perhaps his comment - “There were people dying of COVID 19 all over the

world. It was a genuine pandemic,” he says. - is a re^ex as is with so many having to use carefully worded responses. The term

for pandemic was changed, the response to address it is unnecessarily deadly. His book covers with great detail and researched

documented FACTS a must read as well as Doc's book the Truth About Covid. Doc's book foreshadowed two years ago the end

games we are witnessing now. Beg, borrow, steal if you have to both books. They are not for the faint of heart.

Put away the Legacy Media Kool Aid. Oh, while one size does not Mt all when it comes to the undeniable rapid raise in Autism we

are swimming in a toxic soup of many kinds and form. Vaccines for many may just be the straw to break the camels back. With

glyphosate soaked everything, destroying our guts & healthy gut biome, to toxic ag & industrial chemicals, the lead once used in

gasoline, so much more, any one of those, or combinations could possibly trigger autism depending on an individuals makeup. It

just seems so strong that vaccines for way too many babies is the trigger to ^ip the switch. As Kennedy points out to claim

Autism was just overlooked as a diagnosis is completely ridiculous.
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The attack on our species used to be hush hush, but it's right there in the open now. Mass psychosis is happening, and I'm still

stunned that the intelligent won't even look at data presented.  How far will they go with a non vaccine that doesn't do its job?

 Fauci should be tried for all his crimes against humanity.  The man has no clue how to heal the human body.  We need new blood

up there, but I'm afraid they'll get someone just as evil as Gates or Fauci ... a true humanitarian doesn't stand a chance against

this global agenda - as we've seen proof of since Biden shut up the results of Ivermectin in Pradesh.
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juststeve, to further your point, gadolinium, the neurotoxin used in MRI contrast has been found in the breast milk of breast

feeding mothers, who of course then pass this toxin onto their newborns. Doctors assuring pregnant women MRI contrast is safe

is a lie. What I never could understand is how the FDA, and through them doctors, could ever make the claim that neurotoxins are

harmless to the human body. It's a blue pill the public has swallowed since 1988.
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Thank you Just and Tracy, your words are full of truth. The Covid-19 pandemic has tightened the link between the public and the

truth. It has been revealed that scientists are not gods whose opinions are dogma to be followed, they are puppets of a deep

state. The science of Fauci and Gates is a ^awed and inhumane affair, but under the leadership of Dr. Mercola and Kennedy, Jr.

and other convinced scientists like Malone, it can spark people's awakening. truths can generate a reliable practical guide, when

other approaches have failed because they are based on deception and manipulation of information. Project Veritas in an

investigation published never-before-seen military documents on the origins of Covid-19, gain-of-function research, vaccines,

potential treatments, and the government's effort to hide it all.

Dr. Robert Malone and activist Dr. Naomi Wol denounce Tony Fauci and his friends for committing "premeditated murder" against

"millions of people." Fauci has been saying for the last two years are lies and nothing but lies. Fauci lied about masks, lied about

ivermectin, and lied about gain-of-function research, among many other lies. Fauci basically planned all of this well in advance

(and so did Bill Gates). The plandemic was subsidized with taxpayer money to commit crimes against humanity, with millions of

deaths around the world. www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-..  (01/18/22)
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Lovestosing, a lot of intelligent people are skewed for these reasons. Normalcy bias. Afraid of knowing the truth because they'll

be called "conspiracy theorists." Afraid of knowing the truth since it's scary, and there's nothing we can do to change it. Afraid of

knowing the truth because acting on it will cost them their livelihoods. They can't believe people would tell such outrageous lies

or do such outrageous things. They love to watch TV and the viewing experience provided causes the critical thinking processes

to shut down as opposed to listening to lectures/podcasts or reading books/articles.
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Gui, in 2006 I personally Google searched these two words together at the same time: "Mercury Eugenics" and then almost every

other soft kill poison from ^uoride in the Coca Cola(s), tap water and bottled baby water, to HFCS, Saccharin, Aspartame,

rhinoceroses, giraffes, to rubber bands, government, Rockefellers to Rothschilds to Wellcome Trust to Big Pharma, to bubble

gum to Fruit Loops... and... every... other... little... soft kill... additive... or chemical and mercury in vaccines or food and dentistry I

could Mnd or think of and... the... word... "Eugenics" together... quite literally from morning to late, late at night [like an obsessive

Mend, no joke] for about 6 months straight...

and then at least a few times daily for years after with anything and everything that came to mind... I had the time and the ^exible

kind of job that allowed me to be able to do this on my own parallel adjacent personal computer with internet access... the rabbit

hole went almost as deep as it has been exposed by Dr. Mercola from the late '90s to right here, right now over and over... and

then the 2+2 for the "why now"... well we've had that discussion many times Amigo. Eugenics works... and it's OK. Sometimes

ranchers just have to do the necessary in a timely fashion.

 www.youtube.com/watch  |  | ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..   |  |

https://electroverse.net/  |  | Full Spectrum War And The Making Of A New [Pre-Ice Age/Mag/Rev] World Order  listen to this>>>

mediaarchives.gsradio.net/.../rense_032822_hr3.mp3  <<< and this >>> David DuByne tells the Health Ranger about the Grand

Solar Minimum and FAMINE cycles throughout history >>> www.brighteon.com/a18d3842-af07-433c-b9ba-676fbc25c13d   Ice

Age Eugenics and Bioelectrical Graphenation/5G War/Famine Theatre Now.Info... Cheers
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Ohhhh thank you for this. I can't wait to watch the video. Dec 1998 is when my nightmare began, and not long after is when I Mrst heard

the name Dr. Andrew WakeMeld. I'd had three more kiddos by then and I never felt so justiMed NOT vaccinating in my life. That's right, my

decision to forgo vaccinations came before Dr. WakeMeld and before Jenny McCarthy (respect for that woman!). SE Michigan was

swimming in vaccine injury to the likes that I'd never seen before. From juvenile diabetes to autism, and everything in between including

deadly allergies to every kind of food - something is terribly wrong! This would be a short Mve years after I did my practicum with

autistic kindergartners, so many there were four weekly classes, Mlled.

I talked to many of the parents because I'm a curious cat, and they talked openly about what caused their child's autism. All except one

knew exactly which vax directly caused it and all were happy to talk about their journey and their sadness at a life, many with alcohol on

their breath, all glad their children survived, of course, but they talked a lot about broken dreams. :(  Senator Dan Burton to William

Thompson whistleblower - all neatly shoved under the carpet every time I thought vindication and validation was right around the

corner.

After studying every living thing Dr. WakeMeld ever said, watching him on panels, seeing the misinformation and witch hunt that

followed, I realized in full color what I have always known. They don't care about us.  They care about the almighty dollar. They care

about creating future cases to keep the medical industry alive. Our bodies are so excellently designed with the ability to rejuvenate, to

correct itself, to get rid of cancer cells, to clear the lymph, to clean the blood - we have an amazing machine in us, but we poison it daily,

we throw so many green logs onto the Mre, no wonder disease breaks out. And then we have children.
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I have to say one more thing. My three unvaccinated were tanks. My vax inj'd would always present with strep, her illnesses

would last twice as long as be twice as devastating. They all had chickenpox and the non vax'd had them for four days, she had

them for 2 weeks inside and outside her body, my oldest for 7 days (he was only partially vax'd).  I always thought my home

should be a lab. The kids never had colds, no autoimmune disorders, no allergies. Nothing. ZERO.  My vax inj'd was allergic to

milk and pizza/ice cream night meant a week or two in bed sneezing to the point she wanted to die.

Some wayward article I read (probably the notmilkman.com) mentioned sneezing in the morning after consuming dairy and that

was that - out of my house! No more bronchitis for her, no more sneeze attacks (Until her nose was raw and bloody) no more

earaches. Yup.  In some ways I thank God for this because she changed the course of our lives and I took every CNHP class,

herbal class, natural health, holistic health - and stuck to Dr. Mercola like glue through everything.

You couldn't give me enough knowledge to satisfy my craving (Prescriptions for Nutritional Healing came close, and Paavo Airola

as well) - so many authors out there, and their advice rarely changes - it's been the same throughout the decades - unlike pharma

and doctor's 'practices.' I've argued with so many professors and Gods (Oh, I mean doctors who think they're God) ... why can't

they see they are too close to the picture? Why can't they run a full-blown blood panel before pretending they know what is going

on in a body? My youngest has celiac and even though we sought help for years, not one suggested a thorough blood panel until I

went to a wellness center - and that's how we found out what was destroying her with incredible pain.

My respect for that industry will come when they THINK and use LOGIC not DRUGS Mrst - the "let's see what works" attitude is

ridik!  Thanks again Dr. Mercola!
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And one more thing! SIDS. The vaccine round that almost killed my daughter was the same one that did kill her baby cousin. It

took 7 days, the doctors said it was 'normal' and when she died, it was interesting hearing the grandmother tell me what she

looked like. Melted.  ... I teamed up with a doctor who began with SIDS autopsies, and he saw the 'melting' of the myelin sheath at

the base of the brain. I've spent many years thinking on how important this is and the hit to it with vaccines. That myelin sheath

is so incredibly important and worth the study.

I often wondered if that's why we went to low fat diets when they should have known how important fats are to our bodies.'  I also

lost a cousin in Oct '19 to the quad ^u shot, she also died with seven days.  Idk much, but I do know I don't want a needle

anywhere near me. Well, not until Ott does 100 vaccines because 'THEY'RE LIKE INJECTING WATER.' For that matter, money

hungry completely sold his soul to the devil Senator Pan as well!
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Yes, Tracy, humanity is subjected to the science of deception that is based on a world of political regulation and medical tyranny

based on trusting experts paid by BigPharma. Government institutions do not admit any debate and threaten professionals who

dare to question government sanctions. CDC has collaborated with the wealthy private sector, philanthropic organizations, and

corporations to address public health despite blatant con^icts of interest. The foundation's list of donors is proof of the

corruption of government institutions. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. tells us the truth: The CDC has become little more than a "vaccine

company" as it purchases and distributes vaccines annually through the Vaccines for Children program.

Actions are liability-free and effectively compulsory to a captive market of 76 million children … The four companies that make

virtually all of the recommended vaccines are all convicted felons. Collectively they have paid over $35 billion since 2009 for

defrauding regulators, lying to and bribing government otcials and physicians, falsifying science, and leaving a trail of (incurable

chronic illnesses) injuries and deaths from products they knew to be dangerous and still sold under pretense of safety and

etcacy.” —Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
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Even the American Association of Physicians and Surgeons itself says that MMR, along with the hepatitis B vaccine, pose a far

greater threat than the diseases they are supposed to prevent. Making children simply bear those diseases naturally the way they

used to, the group says, would prevent "10 percent of a generation from suffering a learning disability and/or uncontrolled

aggressive behavior due to a passionate crusade for universal vaccination." ". It's not just the MMR vaccine that causes autism

and other learning disabilities. The DPT vaccine for diphtheria and whooping cough is similarly questionable, according to Dr.

Jerome Murphy, MD, former chief of pediatric neurology at Milwaukee Children's Hospital, who cautions that DTP is strongly

correlated with causing seizures in childhood.

The autism rate in America is skyrocketing. It has increased 30,000 percent since the early 1980s and now affects 1 in 36

children (ages 3 to 17). And the CDC has indeed "mishandled" the data: CDC principal investigator Dr. William Thompson and his

team found a strong association between vaccines and autism, but did as their bosses told them and changed the data study

parameters to get rid of the association, so the CDC would not have to report it to the public. According to CDC principal

investigator scientist Dr. William Thompson, his team found a strong association between vaccines and autism, but changed the

study parameters to get rid of the association so they didn't have to report it to the CDC. public. To date, despite the efforts of

Congressman Bill Posy, Congress has not subpoenaed Dr. Thompson to testify, nor has it held hearings to investigate his claims.
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The CDC recommends 70 doses of 16 vaccines for today's child. Today, 1 in 36 children has autism. There has been a 30,000

percent increase in autism since the early 1980s, during which time we have nearly quadrupled the number of vaccines given to

children. A senior CDC scientist, Dr. William Thompson, reported to the CDC, which suppressed data conMrming the link between

the MMR vaccine and autism. (Of course, the CDC denies these truths, to this day) According to research published by Dr. Brian

Hooker in Translational Neurodegeneration, the CDC has manipulated data to hide the fact that African-American children who

received the MMR vaccine before their third birthday were 3.4 times more likely to develop autism.

. Hooker and Thompson argued that the CDC has known about the link since 2003 but continues to suppress the information,

casting doubt on the agency's integrity and the credibility of other Mndings.

eu.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2018/12/12/tennessee-mark-green-..

 www.naturalhealth365.com/cdc-mmr-vaccine-2023.html
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It was the DPT that killed the baby cousin (listed as a SIDS death, by the way) ... and the same round that caused my daughter's

horriMc response, yes, including seizures. The doctor handed me a sheet for on contraindications to the vaccines and one on the

list was if your immediately family members had severe allergies. Both hubby and MIL had severe allergies. I told this to the doc

and he laughed. It won't be a problem.  (I should have gotten that in writing). After her reaction I asked why they didn't know WHO

was at RISK?  I began researching indicators for potential of a vaccine reaction (we didn't have access to the internet at that time,

so this was digging into real live books) ...

Later, still digging, I remember Mnding a wayward article about (I think it was out of Japan) about the sugar bug vein over the

nose would be an indicator they couldn't detox the chemicals. There are other indicators, but that was one I found and my

daughter did have this.  Also, rubber soul shoes - very bad for our little guys.
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daughter did have this.  Also, rubber soul shoes - very bad for our little guys.
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sch3627
Joined On 9/24/2018 10:49:58 AM
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My daughter had horriMcally high fevers after her vaccines. I did not give her anything at birth but did at 2 months and 6 months

and a few later on. All because her doctor told me she had to and the fevers were totally normal. They lasted 2+ days and were

over 104. She was completely listless. Like her body was dying. I KNEW it was wrong. And I will never forgive myself for not

listening to my gut. She is Mne and has a healthy immune system today, as it seems. I credit this with slowing all vaccinations

and then stopping before 2.  When my second was born, I gave the same vaccines to him.

He had zero reaction whatsoever. However, like your child, he cannot eat dairy without coughing his head off. We did have luck

with a gut healing diet for awhile but it has come back. He has skin issues and always get the worst cough if he gets sick. He got

whooping cough even though that was the only vaccine he was actually up to date on.  My youngest is completely unvaccinated

and the healthiest person. He’s 3 and has had some minor colds here and there but that’s about it. His brother will get very sick,

he sleeps right next to him, and he might get the snikes.

My oldest had rubella a few weeks ago it seems and no one got it. She already had roseola and the rash looked just like rubella.

Where she got it I will never know. But no one else got it. Why are we vaccinating for something that so mild? My best friend’s

daughter (who is partially vaccinated) has a severe peanut allergy. My friend started researching after that and didn’t vaccinate

her youngest two. They are never sick.  Vaccines are such a lie. It’s so obvious to parents who have different degrees of

vaccinated children.
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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lovestosing6, I am sorry for the loss of your cousin. Just an FYI, my elderly Father received the ^u vaccine from the VA in October

2021 and when I read his medical record, for the Mrst time in all of his ^u vaccine history, it contained the word "adjuvant". I had

no idea what that meant, so I emailed his PCP and was told it was MF59. After researching further, I found out MF59 was given

experimentally mixed into the anthrax vaccine to some soldiers during the Gulf War. It was later found out it was the cause of

Gulf War Syndrome. The FDA claims MF59 is safe, but the old Italian study they are basing this on was performed on seniors in

nursing homes who already displayed immunity problems and were sluffed off as signs of old age, rather than negative effects

of the MF59. I'm with you, never another needle in my arm.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I make no claims about this information. Take from it what you Mnd useful. “The immune system is subject to the higher self.”  

Red Pill Discussions - Elana Freeland Elana Freeland discusses her new book, Geoengineered Transhumanism: How the

Environment Has Been Weaponized by Chemicals, Electromagnetics, & Nanotechnology for Synthetic Biology.

 rumble.com/vpmcza-red-pill-discussions-elana-freeland.html
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juangalto7
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"but we poison it daily. . ." "We" ?? :
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - Thank you! I'm keeping this information.   Sch3627 - yes, my childhood BFF has deadly peanut allergies. One of her

restaurants changed a recipe and she was in a coma for almost a week. SCARY! All for what? There's enough dairy replacements

that our kids shouldn't have to suffer. I don't even know what to say about Rubella - my GF had it and said it was mild also (she

got measles and rubella after being vax'd for them many many years ago.) My whole philosophy about how well our bodies work

without any jabs is based on the 3 of my children who I didn't vaccinate. It was like night and day in my house.   Almond, thank

you for sharing. I know what I'll be doing for the next hour.   Har1272- Yes, adjuvants - I didn't know either, but learned real fast

after the seizures began!   Juangalto7 - haha, that's totally something I would ask. I really meant from my own 20's when I didn't

know better.
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Joined On 3/27/2017 10:21:35 PM
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Love RFK Jr's efforts and dedication to humanity's health, exposing corporate criminal malfeasnce, etc. But I'm not going to watch the

interview --suspected Dr. M was being "generous" in his praise of MK and glancing at the comments on YT conMrmed my suspicion that

she was gonna try to do a hatchet job. I have no more patience for that kind of crap from her kind (TEEVEE divas) and my guts don't

need anymore aggravation from that type of BS.  Like many here I'm very familiar w/ the vaccine scandal and the many related crimes

already, and do appreciate Dr. M bringing these reports and updates to us daily. But learned etciently that I have no time to waste

listening to anything Miss Kelly puts out from now on --though don't think I ever gave her much time before anyway.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Kelly is a megalomaniac in front of any camera. I didn't' watch the vid b/c Kelly consistently promotes HERSELF Mrst in any

interview. If she would actually read what RFK Jr wrote in his book, her instinct for truth would be triggered, but she's not that

type of reporter. She's no Whitney Webb, far from it...she's not "Miss kelly" either. There's a man in her life, hanging around. Don't

waste time reading her self-promotion books either. She fancies herself a mentor for females. The CEOs at SiriusXM like eye

candy, good for ratings... That's all she is.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Ditto. When my ears start turning red, it's time to shut it down.  So much respect for RFK, and well earned.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My gut reaction tells me that Megyn's interview is FOX's attempt to counterbalance the interview that Tucker Carlson did with

RFKjr, which was very much in support of his conclusions. I was surprised at the time to see that interview allowed to stand on its

own, so I'm not surprised to see this attempt at canceling it out.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yeah, a big issue occurs when you ask people who have a vested interest, like their paychecks and careers, to comment on the

other view. Dr. Paul Ott has made millions from patenting and licensing his vaccine(s), what and how do you think he would

respond? And any doctor who thinks it is the same to inject al versus applying to skin or ingesting it, should not be using the

name "doctor". Toxicology is a small Meld, only in its infancy in the 1960's, and consists of scientists employed by major

corporations. Therein lies the major hitch: these highly trained scientists cannot talk openly (lips are zipped by conMdentiality

agreements).

Only retirees (maybe) and those not dependent on large corporations or the govt for their income and funding, can speak openly.

 Again we are subjected to a news reporter assuming they are getting a balanced view, nothing like that is occurring. If the

reporter has scant knowledge of whatever scientiMc topic, and this crosses from viruses to germs to reasoning behind any shots,

histories of failures in the 1800's into the 1900's and the 1917-18 Spanish Flu, false arguments simply persist. Its a dangerous

interview topic, for sure.
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Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am in Mexico and have a good friend MD who in the hospital now in Monterrey. He IS NOT recovering well after about a month.

Afraid my thoughts went to I wonder how HIS doctors are treating him. IT ain't working very well!!!!!!! He did acupuncture and had

studied in China years ago. Much probably fortotten. Wish HEwould hi-dose IVC for a start. We did IVC for me earlier. Too

expensive though. Gates wants to sell phony meat and not real. May not even HAVE protein in it? Mary
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Hi yon, I won't be watching it either. I wonder how much more I need to know about this stuff. I am a paid subscriber to the vault

so I can get it when I need it, and I love reading people's comments. But for me it's my personal response and connection to the

"Great Reset" and its attendant anxieties that matters. How do we psychically come out on top, develop our warriorship, shake off

the madness, not only get physically strong but mentally and spiritually. Going over the same territory (description of the ills out

there) every day is like picking at a wound. I see this as a spiritual battle to the end. I want to pull back from Mnding fault and

write about the spiritual psychology daily, this  after years of having some "anti-vaccine" hesitancy. That left me fearful of being

judged, afraid of pulling out all the stops and expressing myself.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MK IS, has been, and always will be a self-centered, self-promoting, Btch on wheels. She’s a disgusting woman, in that she is a

selMsh, loud-mouth drama queen, always CHIRPING AWAY at the behest of the paid off media moguls, who pay her good money

to follow the boring old narrative. Zzzzz. She is the perfect example of a sell-out and has clearly sold her soul to the devil, which

might explain why she always seems so miserable and bitter.  THATS IT! Truth be known!
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Joined On 7/22/2014 4:39:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with your comments re MK. She is the most arrogant, obnoxious and unintelligent interviewers that I have ever listen to.

She is like the Mrst year reporter on a high school newspaper who is more interested in her own opinions and vomiting up

gotch-ya questions. I will never lister to a MK interview again, not even it she gets an exclusive Mrst after the second coming.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't leave the media out of the I.Q. killing business....24/7 fear messaging makes for mentally stupid, confused and physically

compromised populations...the CIA driven narrative behind empire. Otherwise Fauci would have been laughed at and every neo-con

warmonger quickly judged insane and removed from the stage.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, between Allopathic Medicine and the CIA/NATO fueled Ukraine war is a panicked and coordinated global effort to

exterminate the human race and "reset" planet Earth. It is necessary to seek a cure for the most serious disease, greed, the

desire for domination and the empire of money. It's not just about what NOT to eat, what NOT to “medicate” when symptoms of

the disease Mrst start to appear. Most Americans get expensive diagnostic tests, and that leads them down the path of allopathic

patient care, where even second and third opinions come from the same dirty well. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought

Natural Medicine, taking the opportunity to expand his oil business, inMltrating American medicine with highly addictive coal tar

formulations.

Rockefeller bought a German pharmaceutical company that made chemical weapons for Adolf Hitler, and quickly put it to use,

inMltrating US drug supplies. Now the Ukraine war is also being channeled to increase the proMts of big capital. With oil prices

rising to near-record levels due to Russia's ongoing war in Ukraine, companies that produce oil and gas in the United States are in

line for tens of billions in additional proMts. The invasion of Ukraine helps fossil fuel interests promote a further expansion of

liqueMed natural gas (LNG) exports.

Theoretically, this is to replace Russian gas in Europe. EQT, the largest gas company in the US, launched a brazen PR campaign.

His plan is titled "Unleashing America's LNG: The Largest Green Initiative on the Planet." They have invented talking points to sell

LNG as a security measure against the climate crisis they have helped cause:

www.globalresearch.ca/us-oil-gas-companies-set-make-tens-billions-more..  (01/04/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/fracking-execs-see-ukraine-crisis-oil-gas-goldmi..  (01/04/2022)
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Hi Gui, President Biden is already chiding Big Oil / Gas about runaway proMts. He is opening up US reserves to supposedly lower

gasoline costs here. You already know the big issue with LNG: few deep water ports exist with the facilities and safety rating to

receive and okoad these shipments in any meaningful quantity. This was true in the 1980's when shipping LNG was Mrst

proposed, and now? Over time, costs for building these specialized port facilities has skyrocketed. Dreaming of a future with less

reliance on burning fossil fuels?
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Yeah fh, the media are deep state propaganda. Famous last words from my Mother. "It must be true I heard it on tv and they

wouldn't lie." I always tried to tell her they lie all the time.
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Years ago, my grandmother loved watching wrestling on tv. She would take you down herself if you ever said it was fake.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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You say IQ reducing?? I heard a doctor say that when you have the mask on ~ you reduce the oxygen you take in, which kills brain

cells, and they don't grow back. They kept those masks on kids for 8 hours a day, airline pilots have to wear them while ^ying in a

closed space. I understand that kids in big cities still aren't in school.... yes, the goal is to make us slaves and it won't be a

problem with everyone dumbed down! Would anyone really like to live in a world where everyone is stupid? There are enough

stupid people.... I say while a man walks by, all alone, on the street, with a mask on.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...when you have the mask on ~ you reduce the oxygen you take in..." That is actually true, 020202. I was masked in the ER for a

bout with high blood pressure. My oxygen level was only 94. When the nurse left the room, I lowered my mask so I could breath

properly. My oxygen level increased immediately to 99 from 94.
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lin3741
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100%
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Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Let's suppose, for example, there was a common disease - so common that anyone might be infected. Like many diseases, it has no

measurable effect on a large number of people, others are affected mildly, some severely, and a small percentage might die if not

treated properly and in time. Let's suppose I came to you with a new drug, which will not cure the disease. But, I claim, if taken before

you are infected, it makes the disease less severe. And, suppose - I said - it works best if everyone takes it. But, I said, because of the

extremely variable nature of the disease, we can't prove - in any speciMc case - whether it worked for you, or not.

Trust me. It works. But, if it doesn't work, I'm not responsible. Besides, when we Mnd it's not working - you just take more. Sometimes,

the drug causes some other conditions. It has some potential for adverse consequences, commonly known as side-effects. Not often.

So, if side effects occur in any speciMc case, I'm not responsible. You read the label. And, oh... by the way. I have a patent. You take the

drug, you take the risk. What would you call me? A respectable, responsible drug manufacturer? Or a snake oil salesman, a quack, a

scoundrel, a crook?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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It deMnitely make one a Fauci or Gates.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, corruption at the highest level, poisons that are administered with serious adverse harm without any responsibility and paid

for by taxpayers. Regulatory agencies, including the CDC and FDA, are "deeply corrupt" and have promoted experimental Covid

vaccines in the population with "grossly incomplete" data that do not meet even the minimum safety standards and will continue

to promote the new combined "vaccines" against in^uenza and the AIDS vaccine that they are promoting. Misinformation is the

queen of deception. After all, repeat a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses begin to believe it.

“Safe and Effective”: The CDC's Otcial Seal of Approval for Every Vaccine After reviewing PMzer's Covid vaccine data submitted

to the Japanese government, Malone said he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he discovered. The agencies allowed the

pharmaceutical giant with a criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency Use Authorization for its

Covid vaccine based on its "grossly inadequate information package". Malone is surprised by the lack of messages public about

the danger. Malone has lost conMdence in the interest of regulators. www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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What is most shocking to me is how so many billions do not recognize patterns from history that are screaming, ^ashing red warning

sirens telling what's been going on.
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Here ya go! Just showed up on bitchute: Fauci: "The Best Vaccination is to get Infected Yourself" -

www.bitchute.com/.../sHBT9pGn6Fty
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Balhawk - I guess that if it's not on TV then it doesn't exist for them...
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

see philosophy: who needs it by Ayn Rand The country was founded on private property and contract- the absence of those two

guaranteed catastrophe. Many "Americans" seem to believe that STATISM AND FREEDOM ARE COMPATIBLE. Re-read Atlas

[Shrugged]. . and try to remain conscious this time around. It is the absence of laissez-faire that killed us. Americans ASSUMED

that regulators had no ulterior motives. See Our enemy the State By AJ Nock "ALL GOVERNMENTS THROUGHOUT HISTORY

WERE DREAMED UP FOR BUT ONE REASON- ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION- TO STEAL .  WORST MISTAKE WAS ALLOWING

GOVERNMENT INTO EDUCATION. . I would have written those words in 1968
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Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, government has their hands in pretty much everything now. Including (in their minds) our God given right to do what we

want with our own bodies.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both Gates and Fauci have little concern or are feeling the least bit worried. At worst Fauci fades into a cushy pension retirement

funded by the very same people he was responsible for maiming and decreasing life spans of. Gates only get wealthier and has his

Mngers in deeper with the next plan. Zero accountability decade after decade after decade.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They plan on owning the world. Gobbling up the entire planet and all its resources. Including the people. No fear of courts. They

already own all of those.
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I reckon so rens...I reckon so
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing: thanks for sharing your vaccine stories. They have certainly opened my eyes! Since my 3 children range in age from 36-40,

they didn’t receive the amount of vacs that they are pushing on infants and children now. My grandchildren ages 5-12 have seemed to

survive all their vaccines so far. But thanks to Dr. Mercola’s site and listening to Mr. Kennedy ever since this C-19 and pushed vax

plandemic came about, when my youngest granddaughter was born in June 2021, I told my son what I had learned and would he and

his wife at least consider NOT getting all these vaccines, especially right after birth.

I showed him his original vaccination record (I still had it LOL), and we discussed why all these new vaccines were now “scheduled” to

be given. They refused the Hep B vaccine and a few others at this point so far. The RN at the peds otce told him that his daughter will

need them for school. He still refused.  Is there so many new diseases that have emerged?? I told him the few vaccines I had received,

surviving mumps, measles, and the chicken pox, I had only gotten polio and smallpox.

I am going to start using Kennedy’s remark also…how many 68 year old do you see with autism?  Also, as a nurse who was “voluntarily

resigned” from the hospital because I refused the vaxxx and refused the weekly PCR testing, I started looking for other jobs and my

email inbox is FLOODED with companies looking for people to work with autistic children! I never knew there were soooooo many

children out there with autism…so sad, and I would bet many of these disabilities were caused by one of the vaccines.
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The childhood schedule of vaccines mandated to attend school has resulted in an explosion of autism. This is a devastating,

heart-wrenching reality for families with injured children and can you imagine what the reality of the injured child is like for the

rest of their lives. The health and experience of normal life that they are deprived of, and the moment to moment suffering they

endure and cannot describe. Society at large is responsible for this. Suddenly, there is awareness of vaccine injury because

adults are being harmed from the mRNA shot.

The traditional vaccine injuries that have exploded since 1986 when Pharma was freed from liability for vaccine harms has

largely been ignored by the average person. 'I'm all right Jack' has been the general position taken, and no energy invested for

those who are not alright from the injections.  Unfortunately, it has taken this bizarre reaction to C19 virus to begin to awaken

society to the potential for harm from vaccines in general. We have a long way to go, as evidenced by the egregious bills up in

California currently.
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, I wish you were doing this interview instead of Megan Kelly. She kept throwing out the same talking points to discredit RFK

jr and stand up for big pharma. What he did say was enormous and concise. I feel terrible about his voice. My daughter has the same

problem and does not wish to get injections. I don't know the onset of his dystonia, so it may not have the same treatment. Back to the

point. Dr Mercola, would love to see and hear you interview this incredible man.
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breastisbest
Joined On 11/25/2009 12:51:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just sent an email to Megan shaming her for her disgusting passive aggressive micro attacks on RFK Jr. She has clearly been

captured, I wonder how much Pharma is paying her ? This was so painful to watch, RFK Jr did an amazing graceful job of tolerating her

abuse. Interesting how she cites the captured agencies, who are receiving the largesse from Pharma, to attempt to discredit the claims

in his book. I know that she is smart enough to know this is foolish, hence she has joined the dark side.
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rjsvan54
Joined On 5/22/2019 10:17:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all the tennis, soccer, runners, etc sports Mgures, dropping over dead from heart attacks caused by the covid vaccines, it makes

you wonder why the NFL/NBA/MLB are not dying? The answer is; that the Covid vaccine they received was a vaccine with a saline

solution.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, the billionaire owners must protect their millionaire investments.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola is leading premier investigative journalism along with Robert F Kennedy Jr and a few others. Thank you! Instead of being

watchdog journalists lamestream media are engaged in lapdog journalism as puppets of BigPharma/Special Interests. Much esteem to

Top Posters for your incisive reasoning.
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Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy cow, this is HOT. But, you know, I could summarize this into a neat pamphlet, hand them out by the thousands, and then not be

surprised it there was no interest at all. Just "business as usual" for the largely brain dead populace.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Aesop's fables summed it up nicely. Stupidity kills. Especially if it leads you to trust clever evil-doers. Foxy Loxy ate Chicken Little

and all his friends. ("Chicken Little" was not Aesop's I know. But a lot like his fables.)
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci n Gates and the rest are the "Stage actors" the fall guys' ya can get rid of them........they all have a dozens look alikes.....get rid of

one and two will replace the idiot... People are so STUPID~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~its 5G and AI that are in control...... waste of time

reading newssh!t about these clowns......stand ins .......look alikes.......puppets entertaining the masses of idiots that waste tim e

watching this sh!t......lol ROFLMAO..for decades you been watching 'puppets dancing"  thats how brainwashed you really are...............
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I think you are correct, mrrobb.
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After reading "The Real Anthony Fauci" which by the way was very well written and really went into depth around the HIV era and what

really went on behind the scenes. My question is will Anthony Fauci pay for his crimes? Science is now proving that the mRNA vax is

causing HIV in 1,000's of people. Is this a plan to eradicate and control the population? Living through this time in my life is frightening

but yet has truly changed how I approach media and my political views. Its nice to know the truth and I thank you RFK.
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Fauci will never be held to account. At best he fades into a cushy taxpayer funded pension. There never has been any REAL

accountability in the swamp. Underlings perhaps and some wrist slapping any tons of huff and puff politicians like Paul grilling

the likes of Fauci, but all theatre and taxpayer funded with zero accountability. Gain of function continues research goes on

unabated. All the deaths and maiming from gene therapy injections and to date not ONE person responsible of it all has been

held accountable...not ONE!
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Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The shots can show HIV positives, but are they causing the classic AID symptoms in people? I know the immune system is

suppressed from the mRNA injections but is it due to the HIV sequence in the spike? I think we need a lot more information to

get a clear picture on how the damage is occurring, and what damage can be predicted fairly accurately going forward.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He won't. His friends will take over the world and reward him handsomely. But he may not live long due to old age.
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JohnHasse
Joined On 5/24/2015 5:37:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AND it is not just mercury from vaccines. It is mercury from vax, mercury from food, mercury from dental work, aluminum from vax,

aluminum from food (aluminum foil) PLUS ^ouride. (and MANY that I am not aware of.) -- In other words, it is a cumulative effect of

ALL the in^ammatory things we are exposed to. If we can cut back a bit, it will help. Let's abolish the FDA and put an organization like

'Consumer Reports' in charge of informing us of our choices,,,, and give us our choices.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have known toxins being passed down from mother to child, generation after generation, to the breaking point where adding

any additional toxins (by way of shots) pushes some kids over a line. The one thing not being taught in medical school to most

standard doctors is about testing for heavy metal and other toxicities. Blindness is no excuse: already known that 10% of the

population has issues with slow detoxiMcation.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Blindness is no excuse", but that is exactly how the FDA justiMes the use of gadolinium in MRI contrast. Since its approval in

1988, there have been no long term safety studies conducted on the effects of lifetime retained gadolinium. Since no one is

looking, the FDA can claim they know of no harm, so it must be safe.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JohnHasse I once read that the average coal-Mred power station releases 56 tonnes of mercury VAPOUR every year. While

discussing environmental toxic 'loads' on CFS surfferers with a mitochondria expert (at St Thomas hospital in London) I

mentioned the issue. He treated me as if I was a tinfoil hatter.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it comes to the big V, Consumer Reports is NOT helping us. I complained, got a reply, but their position is to defer to the

gov't line.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JohnHasse, your idea would only be trading one corporation for another corporation.
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kelly is an ULTRA FAKE NEWS prostitute. Nobody with any integrity should ever darken her door, I am so surprised that RFK even agreed

to speak with this monster of mendacity.
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There may have been an increase in autism (due to our toxic environment, including too many vaccines, and/or improved diagnosis),

but it has always been there—I come from an at least three-generation autistic family, including myself, and we were born and grew up

before the MMR and a lot of today’s vaccines. And RFK, Jr. is wrong about never having seen a nonspeaking, etc., person way back

when. They were likely misdiagnosed as psychotic or what used to be called mentally retarded.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the point RFK was trying to make was, toxins have always been a part of autism, but since the onslaught of vaccines,

have increased the number of autism diagnosis tremendously. It also appears neuro cases of Alzheimer's and dementia have

dramatically increased. There must be a reason for this, and I don't believe in coincidence.
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rrealrose

Ukraine and the New Al
Qaeda
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, reason: on purpose, they left thimerosal in the "annual" double-dose ^u shots targeting seniors...
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old6520
Joined On 9/13/2017 2:48:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was exposed to 5 minutes of molded alfalfa pellets and before it was over, I had hallucinations, several over several months. I

sold every registered Nubian milk goat and before it was over, was out well over $20,000.00 out of pocket over insurance

because they don't like to Mnd cures for anything. I was poisoned in August 2911 and Mnally found a toxicologist by the name of

Dr. Rea in Dallas, TX, who literally saved my life. The mold destroyed my immune system and I'd go to bed just Mnd and wake up

sweating, in pain, sick unto death; it was getting worse. Not one nurse, doctor or anyone, help me Mnd a toxicologist, one even

telling me that that wasn't their job.

Dallas is a long way from Old Glory, TX and I was counting on my sister to drive for she came from Houston but that was not

going to happen. I lost my balance and fractured or heavily sprained my wrist and had to wear a brace. That was the scariest trip

I've ever gone on. From about 100 people in Old Glory to 10 Billion (seemed that way), in Dallas took a lot of adjusting. On the

way home, one of the hottest days in April of 20122, I got stuck on a cloverleaf highway with bumper to bumper sticker and a

GPS telling to to turn around right now! I took great pleasure in ripping the GPS out and throwing it on the ^oor. When I say

bumper to bumper, I mean it literally.

It was getting dark and I had no idea of which direction home was. People would dive in front of you if there was a foot of space.

I drove defensively and politely but at times the tratc would slow down and stop altogether, and then people would get out of the

hot cars and walk to ^ex, until the blockage let up. The only way I could judge to get back home is drive toward the Sun/West and

drive until I found a highway I was familiar with. It took me hours to get back home in the middle of the night. I shudder to think

what would have happened if we had had a car breakdown. Dr. Rea died Aug. 18, 2018. Gov hated cures!
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old6520
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A more disgusting shrimp sociopath species of the human race can't be found. Mr. Fauci wins the prize for scum of scum!
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Thora61
Joined On 2/15/2021 12:41:34 PM
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The mass water ^uoridation has to stop, it Caine helping.
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Thora61
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I have had my own bizarre reaction to my Mrst mercury Mllings when I was 19 and now I’m 60. I had multiple Mllings put in and 10 days

later I ended up in the ER. I had tunnel vision, migraine headache, chest pain, heart pounding, vision coming and going. For years after

that I had migraines and what felt like brain spasms which I never had before the mercury Mllings were put in. All of that stopped when

the Mllings were replaced. I recently discovered that ^uoride has been causing severe pain in my legs and feet. I stopped drinking tea

because it is one of the foods that contain the most of it and the pain has completely gone away. Aluminum attaches to ^uoride and

crosses the blood brain barrier.

There are vaccines out there that contain ^uoride. Babies and children eat a lot of foods with ^uoride in them, fruit juices, junk foods,

fruits, etc. We have been drinking ^uoridated water for decades only to pass it on to the next generation and then the next generation

because it accumulates in the body just like mercury! The Mrst thing we need to do is demand the mass ^uoridation. I also think the

foods fortiMed in the late 1990’s with man made folic acid could be another factor. That’s when the cases in autism really began to

climb. There are people out there that can’t metabolize it etciently because of genetics and if they have B12 absorption problems the

folic acid is even harder to metabolize.

Fake folic acid can cover up a B12 deMciency. You need B12 and folic acid to help Mlter toxins and metals out of your cells. And recently

I found that I’m an ultrarapid metabolizer of certain drugs which I had reactions to, codeine painkillers and ^uoride based anesthesia! In

some European countries they do genetic testing before prescribing medicine or before surgeries. Most have also banned ^uoridation

and do not allow a lot of the known neurotoxins in their food. This is all accumulative and I believe the past 3 generations are paying the

price.
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bonniecamo
Joined On 1/28/2011 7:40:11 AM
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Aluminum did not replace Mercury as a preservative. It has actually been used as an adjuvant in vaccines for 90 years.  Dr Exley of

Keele university in the UK studied brains of autistic people who had died of other causes, and found them to be extremely high in

aluminum, most likely derived from vaccines.
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Yes Megan, they would do it to their own children. They're doing it again with the Covid vaccine. It's "Safe and effective". Look at all the

doctors who suddenly forgot about natural immunity. Even Doctors listen to so called "Experts." How can Megan say she has studied the

covid narrative but didn't know about the emergency use authorization and and theraputics. Not a very deep dive.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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The media execs adore her because she LOVES to spit Mre like a dragon and has more balls than they do when it comes to

spewing the lies of “the narrative”, and she does it willingly bc she is the QUEEN of media w-hores.  Hint: not a compliment.
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I also have much admiration for RFK, Jr's brilliance and his courage to speak out about this obscene hijacking of our Public Health.

Adding insult to injury is the fact that they used taxpayer $$$ to wreak this evil havoc on humanity. Vaccinating and creating customers

for life. Rockefeller using his in^uence and money to drown out Natural Medicines and usher in Pharmacology and Allopathic Medicine.

Thanks be to the Lord of Life for individuals like Dr M and RFK and the panel of experts on this blog willing to testify and bring into

public awareness about this criminal nepotism that exists where CEO's of Big Pharma Co migrate to become Directors of Governmental

Agencies like the FDA and the CDC and others who may be Drs and Professors who inMltrate and write the textbooks and curriculums

for Medical Colleges.

The docs are all brainwashed. My son-in-law is a oncologist and I swear he thinks he's curing people. I think these people have good

hearts and they want to help people in a genuine way but...THEY"RE BRAINWASHED! A couple of months ago I discovered a tumor in

my groin, I didn't know it was a tumor; I thought it was swollen lymph from spike proteins or nano particles that my body could not

release because of immune dysregulation that I've had almost my whole life. After reading Judy Miscovits book about her research w/

retro viruses, I think the seeds to this cancer were injected in me with the polio vaccine in the 80's.

I don't believe the Lord of Life creates diseased humans, but I think Big Pharma, Big Agra, Big Chemical and the poisoning of our water

and now the fallout from the radiation beaming at from these cell towers, does indeed create diseases. So, according to Lao Tzu all

organicisms have an achilles heel and their plan for everyone to manifest some disease or another is fully operational. We as middle

class consumers when faced with disease have NO CHOICES but to submit to these dangerous mainstream medicine interventions.
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barbaracohen1813gmail.co
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It costs $40,000 to be treated at an Alternative Cancer Clinic and the average dude can't afford this...I couldn't! But you better

believe that celebrities and politicians and billionaires aren't having their cancers radiated.
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schmattas
Joined On 2/26/2017 4:23:32 PM
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Thank you for another eye-opening, well researched, amazing interview!
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ask not what can these technologies do for you? Ask what problems exist, and how can you Mx them while causing the least side

effects?
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I believe the Mrst step to change anything is to get rid of the lobbyists. They are some of the highest paid individuals in the country, and

serve no other purpose than to sway politicians' votes to favor thier own corporate employers needs. The next step is to get

transparency of any political candidate or incumbent as to their own investments. No one holding or running for otce or thier family

members should be allowed to hold investments and should accept the salaries they are given as "our representatives" as thier only

means of support during their term of otce. Salaries that the average person could live very well on.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RFK jr. should point out the people behind everything. I am sure he knows, because his father knew and uncle knew. Of course his

granddad as well.
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All in his book!
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Heimdall1
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@DeDannan, Sorry, but I doubt it, w/o having read it. Otherwise I think he would have the same destiny like his uncle and father.
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Heimdall1
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Actually I thought to write it yesterday, but as it was obviously a joke, today is another good day for it: The US is otcially the

synagogue of Satan. 9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which

say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. KJV Interestingly the translation from German would make way

more sense, but of of course for the divide and conquer it's better to only give the people what is needed to control them. As the

psychagogic is used in each country differently according to its needs, then why to write the same in all bibles. Wouldn't make

sense, would it? One can control way more people and especially split them for easy control. Guess you haven't heard what the

honorable General Patton said in his diaries.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Blah, blah, blah.... What I want to know is why all the old voices who warred against this injustice & every lie was cut off at the knees,

compromised & extorted, bought off....so that only these 'approved' with other unacceptably elitist & tyrannical 'solutions' & connected

with such global corporatist entities religious & non- are seen or heard by any appreciable number of casual seekers of truth? Only

those dedicated to it, & willing to pay ever-higher prices for doing so, by the grace & power of God can navigate past the games and

dialectic psych-sorcery & politics to the truth these days.

Looks to me like God is giving not only men over, but nations & the world: gathering them together into their big desired delusion & its

judgment.  Every bit of this foretold in that one preserved word & Book all the proud and Mammon-connected love to blindly slander &

despise. WHAT A 'SIGN'...& yet all the approved outlet signs & wonders, 'supernatural' crowd misses it! It's like they don't have eyes to

see or ears to hear, a sure word, or something.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Yep. People's sins are dragging them into this. Less than 1,000,000 are actively trying to destroy civilization. But another

77,000,000 have been promised goodies--without perhaps knowing how horrible it will be. All know they are harming people.

Killing them even. But they don't care. Among the populace there are the rent-a-mob types with delusions of a beautiful paradise

they will bring about "by any means necessary." Policemen who punish the innocent and ignore or aid the guilty. Teachers who

harm children. Doctors and nurses who abdicate common sense and conscience to further their careers.

Propagandists who write for Buzzfeed and other Pravda rags solely to sell the lying narratives their overlords command. Also the

Covid karens, the snitches, those who turn on former loved ones for not becoming guinea pigs like they chose. These useful

idiots don't know who the globalists are. But they know right from wrong. So they are morally culpable for what lies ahead. They

will likely hate it. They richly deserve it and earned it by doing what was wrong. Mr. Global won't get his from any HUMAN court.

But his enablers will be punished...by Mr. Global himself. God uses Mr. Global too.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM
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Ahh Houston this Lunar Command Module (squelch) "That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind"!  Roger...copy that!

 July1969 ////Fast forward//// DC.Gov this is New World Order (squelch) "That's one small step for BigPharma, one giant mistake for

mankind"!  Copy that....Roger and out!  July 1986 How could educated individuals have been so dang blind?  Oh, I know.....Giant sums of

now horribly unregulated by politics, Printed Money !
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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and if these criminals don't get ya...this will  A cluster of brain cancers, at least some of which are glioblastomas, in a town in New

Jersey. Some were diagnosed many years ago and some fairly recently. Glioblastomas are tumors associated with cell phone use and

exposure to RF radiation in studies by experts such as Dr. Hardell. ( bioinitiative.org/cell-phone-radiation-study-conMrms-cancer-risk/

 )The environmental exposure causing such tumors can be very hard to identify due to the prolonged latency period. The victim in the

article, an environmental scientist, states that the only cause for this tumor is ionizing radiation.

Of course he is wrong. But it seems unlikely that there were cell towers on or near the school in the early 90s when many of the victims

attended. A real, truly horrible mystery. If I learn more about this, I will share.  Former resident says 65 people who either attended or

worked at a N.J. high school have had rare brain tumors "Lupiano, an environmental scientist, said he has conMrmed 65 cases of people

with rare brain tumors, adding the common denominator is they were all Colonia High School graduates or had worked there.

Lupiano was diagnosed 20 years ago and said he still suffers lingering issues. He started researching a connection when other family

members were diagnosed with the same extremely rare tumor on the left side of the brain.  "Fast forward to August of last year. My

sister received the news she had a primary brain tumor, herself. Unfortunately, it turned out to be stage 4 glioblastoma. Two hours later,

we received information that my wife also had a primary brain tumor," Lupiano said."

www.cbsnews.com/news/al-lupiano-65-people-nj-high-school-brain-tumors/
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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Yes mrrobb and we haven't even gotten to the stage of millions of body-worn comms devices yet with 6G. How dumb is it to soak

your customers - the world's population, in a sea of EMF, and how long will they survive?
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Thank you for making this available here. More and more I am observing that our main health problem is TOXINS we are subjected to

from every product made from gasoline production waste by-products. These products are added to our foods, are the basis of Big

Pharma drugs. Made from petroleum waste by-products. That goes for the covid "vaccines" as well since they are not made with any

live agent but rather synthetic substances. The "spike protein" is a synthetic chimera toxin.
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JohnHasse
Joined On 5/24/2015 5:37:17 AM
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There is no doubt in my mind about the integrity of ANY government agency. They don't have any. We can be thankful we don't have as

much government as we are paying for, ,,, but we have enough to kill us, and the economy, and the educational system,  (etc.) If we

could eliminate most of it, and educate people (with agencies like consumer reports,) and take our freedom back, we could have hope,

but that is not going to happen. Power corrupts, and the district of criminals is GONE.
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French Revolution, redux?
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They own all the infrastructures and businesses too. Like a domestic abuser who won't let his wife earn money or grabs whatever

she brings home.
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When it comes to the big V, Consumer Reports is NOT helping us. I complained, got a reply, but their position is to defer to the

gov't line. Sorry to know that about them, but their medical advisor(s) are allopathically oriented, and they're too respectful of

otcial opinions.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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Megan Kelly is all I need to see in the title to know this is another hit piece. She is another media whore who is sorely missing being in

the lime light and does anything to get a glimmer of it back. RFK should never do interviews with people that are known traitors in the

MSM.
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard most of this interview and it was a good one. I do have to say that Megyn Kelly's job is to push back against anyone who she is

interviewing. There was a time that I did not like her but I have changed my mind since she has been on Sirius and I have heard so many

of her interviews. I also know that she is against covid jab mandates and her children are not vaccinated. She and her husband also

moved so their children could go to a different school to get away from the mask mandates. As far as Robert Kennedy Jr goes.

He is up there along with his father and his uncle, as far as I am concerned. One of the last honorable democrats, that I know of anyway.

Even many in his family have spoken out against him but he continues to tell what he knows. What a hero he is to Mght against everyone

for the truth. One day all the truth will come out and be accepted (yes when everyone gets their head out of their xxx) and he will be

recognized for the great leader and truth teller that he is.
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maradeg
Joined On 5/25/2020 1:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity needs to change mindset in many ways and create new human friendly systems, made from conscious people and not people

that they are thirsty for money and control. Let's also put God back in place. At this point only God can swift this worldwide man-made

disaster. The brainwashed need a slap in the face, unfortunately. WE the people are the power and we need to take over to kick out the

minority that pollutes are minds and bodies.
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eiggod8
Joined On 9/18/2009 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God has not cleaned up a human mess for centuries. I think we will have to rely on ourselves.
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is more than sutcient evidence that the autism increase was caused by the change to non-gamma-2 dental amalgams, and not

caused by vaccines mercury nor by vaccines aluminium. And it began in 1976 not 1989 (when the curve just carried on increasing in

slope). You can Mnd this crucial ACCURATE information free to read at www.pseudoexpertise.com/ch-6.pdf If you cannot be bothered

to read a different point of view then you disqualify yourself as competently knowledgeable to write or speak about the subject. Cheers.
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The true cause of the autism increase can be read for free at www.pseudoexpertise.com/ch-3.pdf. Peer reviews (cheap liies to

suppress publication) can be read in www.pseudoexpertise.com/ch-5.pdf and www.pseudoexpertise.com/ch-4.pdf Cheers.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This doesn't ^y when you're talking kids who don't have don't have cavities. Thoughts? And believe me when I say - I am NOT a

fan of amalgams and have fought that damn industry too!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did anyone else not receive Mercola's newsletter for today? I had to do a search for it. RFK is wrong about one thing (like countless

others)...nobody has 'died' from "covid"! It's already been ascertained that most of the 'related' deaths were people in their 80's. They

were already at death's door! People had the cold and ^u - not some "novel" coronavirus! Those who "died from covid", had simply

"tested positive" at the time of death. Now, if you believe that "testing positive" for covid means anything at all - then, I have a can of

vacuum packed air I'd like to sell you! When the controllers come out with Marburg or Smallpox, are people going to be just as terriMed?

Except, the next "pandemic" just might be real! People aren't dying off fast enough. -- BTW: I had the measles around the age of 7 and it

was NOTHING! I got a few days off school. The Pneumonia was worse; but obviously survivable.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Got it today, but it has happened. Also have had strange things happen when attempting to post on the site. Otis mentioned the

other day about concerns about hackers, I've had it before and also seen possible signs lately. Doc & we wouldn't be bothered

with if none of this had an impact. First, they ignore you, then they ridicule you, then they Mght you, then they claim everybody

knows these things and they were all for it right along. Boy, are they Mghting it. Now if any of their $#!+ worked properly, they

wouldn't have a problem would they.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randy, while Gates and the WHO warn us of a new plandemic to enrich the coffers of the deep state and further promote the

Great Reset, the draconian measures have fueled a serious economic and mental crisis. Doctors in the UK recently warned of a

mental health pandemic after Wuhan's coronavirus lockdowns. They noted that almost 10 million people in England, including 1.5

million children, may require treatment for different mental health problems. Otcials at the Royal College of Psychiatrists said

there are currently 1.6 million Britons awaiting specialist mental health treatment.

They added that another eight million people cannot even get on a waiting list despite being eligible for mental health support.

“Millions of children, youth and adults seek help from mental health services that are overstretched and underresourced. The

situation is critical. The government cannot afford to neglect mental health recovery any longer."

www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/02/21/second-pandemic-10-million-britons..  (02/21/2022)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Steve. I've been noticing anomalies across the internet. I suspect that Google's A.I. is quietly taking control! -- ...nice to

know that my post is at the bottom again. People insist on believing in the biggest fraud in history! They also probably don't

believe that the nanobot shots are rewriting their genetic code! One of the house residents says that he knows the shots are

harmful; but, he "has no choice", because he wants to work, ^y, etc.. There's no reasoning with these people. This society is

already dead...it's just too stupid to lie down!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Gui. I actually saw the decline of mental health from the very beginning of this psyops. I know that I've mentioned it in

my posts; alluding to the fact that we would need many more Psychologists and Psychiatrists to deal with the tsunami of mental

illness. Probably at least tens of thousands of children (and adults) worldwide, have committed suicide, due to the Draconian

"measures"! Now we have millions of people, living in their Paranoid Delusion, meandering in the cities and out in nature, with

their faces covered with a useless, harmful mask - even driving alone in their vehicles! Humanity has entered into the most

dangerous time in history...and the Twilight Zone!
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guiellermou: And I bet the only treatment they will give these people is medication. I worked in the mental health Meld for too

long and that's what they do. Christian counselors might be a better choice.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otorongo, I got sucked into the "mental health" system after a Christian therapist referred me to a shrink. He had been certiMed

and taught that strong negative emotions are brain diseases that require mind altering drugs. I mean medication. Seems the

whole of medical science has gone the way of psychiatry now. My preacher and his wife occasionally give me pastoral

counseling. Neither one trusts Big Pharma.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only a fool would believe anything their government says. Look around…they’re actively trying to kill off as many of us as possible in

many different ways. They’ve been poisoning our air, food, and water for years….and our bodies with their vaccines. We are late in the

hour for trying to awake the sleeping masses…if you are still unaware of what’s going on, you’re screwed. We live in a fallen world, ruled

by dark forces with our own destruction as their number one goal. They’ve lied to us about everything under the sun, including the sun

itself. The heliocentric model taught to us since birth is a lie, designed to hide The Creator from us, and to distort our reality.

There is no outer space, space aliens, or galaxies far away with other planets, stars, etc…all lies. We didn’t land on the moon, and never

will. The Bible makes things very clear for those people who will actually open and read it. In the Mrst chapter of Genesis you can clearly

see that there is a Mrmament above the earth, separating the waters. Those things we call stars are lights above the Mrmament, the sun

and moon are LIGHTS, not solid objects to be landed on. You can look right through the moon and see objects behind it. It isn’t solid!

Nobody has landed on it, not ever. NASA is a Masonic organization getting paid millions of dollars daily to lie to the American public

and to the world.

If the earth is a globe, and we’ve been to space, why are all the pictures of the earth CGI? Why would they lie about all of it?  How could

the sun be the center of creation when it wasn’t even created until the 4th day according to the Bible? The Bible calls the sun and moon

Lights. That’s it! The earth is the center of everything, and the sun and moon are merely lights to separate the day and night and for

signs and seasons. Science has taught us the opposite of what God’s Word teaches. One of them is wrong, and it’s obvious to me that it

ain’t God’s Word. Choose today your foundation. Science or The Bible!
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brianallen1
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Thanks Ray for having the guts to expose the truth. We don't live on a 1000 mph spinning ball and water cannot curve. It's known

as the THEORY of gravity for a reason. It does not exist. Anything denser than air falls. Anything more buoyant than water ^oats.

Simple physics. In addition to the Mrmament, there are 62 verses in our owners manual stating that the earth is Mxed and

immovable, not to mention having 4 corners.
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I'm with you Raythe4th! Totally, agree.
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Raythe4th
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj5Ye6TrqlA&list=PLEzivhxtxgbuEmBL6YB8_k-h..  For those of you who care about actual truth

founded in God’s Word!!! Enjoy
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